
REVIEW OF RUSSELL BAKERS GROWING UP

Growing Up book. Read reviews from the world's largest community for readers. This Pulitzer Prize-winner is the
saddest, funniest, most tragical yet.

And always counterpointing Russell's efforts to please good grades, gifted writing , there's Mother's yen for a
home of her own, for freedom from family support: one suitor, the hapless Oluf, went off looking for a job,
writing pathetic letters that form the most heartbreaking chapter here ""I tried to raice anof money so I could
go over Home, but so far I diddent. To come straight out with it, Russell Baker, who writes funny stuff three
times a week for his Observer column in The New York Times, ruined my day. As for young Russell, despite
his mother's nagging, he managed to excel in high school and win a scholarship to Johns Hopkins, which he
left after a year to enter the United States Navy Air Force. Most autobiographies are that of famous authors or
other celebrities and provide a synopsis of life according to them. I was momentarily elated when his mother
pushed him out on the street at the tender age of 8 to hawk The Saturday Evening Post, but he manages to
convey only a sense of his great incompetence as a salesman. In order to stay loyal to her mother, Russel
breaks up with Mimi. Oh yes, asked his ambition in life on a high school questionnaire, he wrote ''newspaper
columnist. Finally, for the Freudians, there is an ambivalent romance with a beautiful young woman of whom
mom strongly disapproves. Lucy, afraid of the fact that Mimi may not devote her life in supporting Russel and
because she believed Mimi would not be the best match for his beloved son, she ends up rebuking Mimi. By
looking at his senile mother, Russel recognizes human infirmity and aging over time, ending up thinking about
his past childhood and his overall happy memories with his mother. Still, Lucy Elizabeth found another man
and something did turn up for Russell Baker. This richly written memoir not only teaches about life, but the
ways on how to act appropriately, and to appreciate your parents. She was a strong woman and would not
accept laziness or failure which was a good thing for. Thank you! Another theme that is indirectly addressed in
his memoir is the idea of success. Unfortunately, the story ends with Russell as a newlywed who has not yet
made anything of himself as a journalist, so there's never the cathartic third-act moment where the mother
makes clear that her sacrifices on behalf of her only son were worth it. At least, one can't find too terrible her
constant harping at him to ''have a little gumption'' and ''make something of yourself. I've made it abundantly
clear elsewhere that I think this wildly overstates the case see Orrin's review. His father, a stonemason who
liked fixing up Model T's and drinking whisky, died of the lethal synergism of diabetes and moonshine when
the boy was still young. Baker's mother ends up living through her children, leaning hard on Russell to make
something of himself and putting him to work on the streets selling the Saturday Evening Post when he's just
eight years old. After the war, he graduated from Johns Hopkins and eased into a successful newspaper career
with The Baltimore Sun. Baker confesses they seemed adequate at the time.


